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Abstract: Green development is an important path to achieving economic, environmental, and social
sustainability. Based on the comprehensive evaluation system of economy, environment, and society,
this study used the entropy method, Theil index decomposition method, and spatial β-convergence
model to study the differences and spatial convergence of China’s green development from 2010
to 2020. The research conclusions are as follows: First, China’s green development has an upward
trend, and the eastern region is higher. Second, the regional differences in green development
have the characteristic of rising first and then falling, and the differences within regions are the
main source of imbalances in China’s green development. Third, China’s green development has
obvious characteristics of spatial absolute β-convergence and spatial conditional β-convergence.
Green innovation is conducive to narrowing the gaps in the convergence speed of regional green
development. The research results comprehensively explain the characteristics of China’s green
development and provide realistic evidence for China’s green development in the future.

Keywords: green development; regional differences; spatial convergence; evaluation system; Theil
index; β-convergence

1. Introduction

Sustainability has been a research focus since the 1980s. In 1987, the World Commission
on Environment and Development (WCED) proposed that sustainability is a development
model that can meet the needs of the present without compromising the interests of
future generations. It reflects the coordination of the economy, resources, environment,
and society [1]. To achieve the goal of sustainable development, people have actively
explored and formed a green development path centered on ‘green transformation’ [2,3].
Green development (GD) is a new model that integrates economic growth, environmental
protection, and social development. It aims to increase economic efficiency, promote social
equity, and improve the ecological environment [3,4]. The Chinese government has been
committed to green transformation and development. In 2003, the Chinese government
formulated a coordinated development strategy for sustainable economic, environmental,
and social development [5]. In 2010, it was proposed to rely on green transformation to
promote sustainable development and strive to achieve GD by 2050. This study focused on
the reality of China’s GD and studied three issues: first, how to scientifically calculate the
level of GD in China’s regions; second, how to identify the regional differences in China’s
GD; third, how to identify the evolutionary characteristics of regional GD.

In the process of urbanization and industrialization, scholars have proposed differ-
ent theoretical systems of GD. In economic terms, the green economy and green finance
are the embodiment of the economic efficiency of GD [6,7]. The green economy is a
new market-economy model focusing on resource conservation and ecological protec-
tion, aimed at the coordinated development of the economy and the environment [8].
The green economy can promote economic sustainability by improving energy efficiency,
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changing production methods, optimizing industrial structure, increasing foreign invest-
ment, and optimizing capital allocation [9–12]. The data envelopment analysis (DEA) and
slack-based models (SBM) are effective methods of measuring the efficiency of the green
economy [13,14]. In terms of the environment, carbon neutrality, carbon trading, pollution
control, and environmental regulation reflect the environmental efficiency of GD [15,16].
The government restricts the pollutant emissions of enterprises by implementing envi-
ronmental regulations [17]. Carbon trading markets can control total carbon dioxide
emissions [18]. In addition, the government’s investment in environmental governance
and enterprises’ commitment to environmental responsibility have promoted regional
GD [19]. In terms of technology, clean energy technology, green material technology,
resource-recycling technology, and pollutant-treatment technology reflect the technological
effect of green innovation [20–23]. Technological innovation is essential for promoting
the green transformation of enterprises. On one hand, technological innovation reduces
traditional resource consumption and pollution emissions by adjusting the combination
of production factors [24]. On the other hand, the technological development of renew-
able energy reduces the production cost of enterprises and increases the industrial-added
value [25]. In terms of a comprehensive evaluation, sustainable development consists of
the three subsystems of economy, environment, and society; the coupling and coordination
between them can scientifically reflect the efficiency of GD [26]. In addition, inclusiveness
is also a focus of green development. Residents’ life, health care, income equality, and
education are factors that affect regional GD [27–30]. Social network analysis (SNA), ana-
lytic hierarchy process (AHP), entropy method, and principal component analysis (PCA)
are the main methods of examining the relationship between the economy, environment,
and society [26,31].

Studies of different dimensions explain GD’s economic–environmental relationship,
but there are still research gaps. First, technological innovation is the path to improving the
green economy and environmental quality. In addition to the economic and environmental
effects, GD also includes social effects. The existing studies ignore the fact that social
effects cannot scientifically reflect the realistic characteristics of GD. Therefore, within the
three-dimensional framework of the economy, environment, and society, the scientific
measurement of the GD is a problem that needs to be studied. In addition, the regional
differences and development trends of green development also need attention. Due to the
limitations of population, resource endowment, economic foundation, education, industrial
foundation, and other conditions, the ability of GD in developed and developing regions is
different, which also leads to regional gaps [32]. Although the spatial correlation between
the economic and environmental effects of GD has been confirmed [33], there is a lack of
research on the regional differences and spatial trends of GD. GD is a process of dynamic
change. It pays attention only to the static spatial characteristics of the green economy and
environmental governance and ignores the dynamic evolution trend of GD, which cannot
scientifically reflect the characteristics of GD.

The research contributions of this study are as follows. First, this study constructed a
three-dimensional GD evaluation system of the economy, environment, and society, which
is different from researchers who only focus on the relationship between the economy and
environment, but it considered the social effect of GD. A multi-dimensional evaluation
system can improve the measurement accuracy of GD. Second, the Theil index was used to
decompose the differences of GD in various regions of China. The within-group differences,
between-group differences, and their contribution rates of GD were investigated. This
helped to clarify the source of the regional differences of the GD and provided new evidence
for the different regions to formulate differentiated green-transition strategies. Third, the
spatial β-convergence model was used to test the convergence of the regional GD, showing
the characteristics of the spatial evolution of China’s regional GD, which can make up for
the fact that scholars have more static research on GD and insufficient dynamic analysis.
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2. Materials
2.1. Research Scenario

Over the past 40 years, China’s economic achievements have been evident. Under
the traditional economic growth model, extensive resource development has accumu-
lated a lot of wealth for China. Still, it has also exacerbated the contradiction between
resources, the environment, and residents’ lives, and it has resulted in unbalanced regional
development [32]. The eastern cities took the lead in realizing development through policy
support, and their economic foundation, industrial structure, technical level, energy struc-
ture, and living habits all have obvious advantages. The economic conditions of the central
and western cities lag, the per capita income is low, and they have received a large number
of heavy industry transfers from the eastern cities. As shown in Figure 1, between 2011
and 2020, the economic conditions (GDP per capita), environmental protection investment
(pollution control), and residents’ living (per capita disposable income) in the eastern
region were higher. These gaps led to differences in the ability of GD in different regions.
Therefore, the research on China’s GD should not only make a comprehensive assessment
of the total amount but also clarify the regional characteristics. In addition, the analysis of
the convergence can clarify the dynamic evolution trend of GD in China, which helps to
improve the coordination of GD between regions and then accelerate the process of GD
across the country. This study took 30 provinces in China from 2011 to 2020 as a research
sample, built an economic–environment–social evaluation system to measure China’s GD,
clarified the regional differences, and analyzed the evolution trend. These can provide
evidence for China’s goal of achieving comprehensive green development by 2050.
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2.2. Research Data

Considering the completeness of the data, the sample data selected in this study were
a panel data of 30 provinces in mainland China from 2011 to 2020 (excluding Tibet with
missing data). Since the data of GD involve regional economic development, the ecological
environment, and the reality of residents’ lives, the research data in this study were also
obtained through the government’s public reports. The regional economic data mainly
come from the National Bureau of Statistics of China, the regional environmental data
come from the China Energy Statistical Yearbook and the China Environmental Statisti-
cal Yearbook, and the regional social life data come from the China Regional Economic
Development Yearbook.

3. Methods
3.1. Indicator System and Calculation Method of GD
3.1.1. Indicator System

GD is the coordinated development of the economy, environment, and society. The
improvement of resource utilization efficiency and the application of green technology are
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the intermediate paths to drive green development. They play a role in regional economic
growth, environmental governance, and social life by affecting enterprise production,
residents’ consumption, pollution emissions, and energy utilization. An evaluation of
green development should be results-oriented and carry out a multi-dimensional anal-
ysis. Referring to the sustainable indicator system of the United Nations’ Commission
on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) and the “Green Development Indicator System”
of the National Development and Reform Commission of China [34], this study mainly
constructed a comprehensive evaluation system for GD from three dimensions: the econ-
omy, environment, and society, as shown in Figure 2. The economic dimension selected
indicators from three aspects: the economic level, economic structure, and innovation
ability, which mainly express the economic efficiency of green development. Among them,
the economic level reflects the scale of social wealth, and its indicators include GDP, income,
investment, and so on. The economic structure reflects the coordination degree of industrial
development. Compared with the primary industry, the added value of the secondary and
tertiary industries was more in line with the goal of economic sustainability. Technological
innovation drives economic growth, and its indicators include R&D investment and patents.
The environmental dimension selects indicators from the aspects of resource utilization,
pollution discharge, and environmental governance, which mainly express the environ-
mental efficiency of green development. Among them, resource utilization reflects energy
consumption, energy structure, and production efficiency. Its indicators include per capita
resource consumption, clean energy proportion, and economic value added per unit of
energy. Pollutant emissions cause ecological damage, and its indicators include wastewater,
waste gas, and solid waste. Environmental governance reflects ecological improvement,
and its indicators include investment in pollution control and disposal of pollutants. The
social dimension selects indicators from social equity, green life, and residents’ satisfaction,
which mainly express the social impact of GD. Among them, green life reflects the living
conditions, living environment, and lifestyle of residents. Excessive population-gathering
will aggravate the destruction of the urban environment. Its indicators include population
density, green products, green buildings, green transportation, and green area. Social fair-
ness reflects public welfare; equal social status is conducive to the green transformation of
the city, and its indicators include income, education, and medical care. Public satisfaction
reflects the residents’ expectations and enthusiasm for improving their living environment.
The index system is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Evaluation system of GD.

System Description Indicator Correlation Reference

Economic system

Economic
level

Gross domestic product (yuan) +

[35–37]
Per capita disposable income (yuan) +
Total investment in fixed assets (yuan) +
Foreign direct investment +

Economic structure
Proportion of primary industry (%) −

[12,38]Proportion of secondary industry (%) +
Proportion of tertiary industry (%) +

Innovation capability
R&D expenditure (yuan) +

[39]R&D personnel +
Number of patent applications +

Environmental system

Resource utilization

Per capita resource consumption
(standard coal) −

[26,40]
Proportion of clean energy (%) +
Ratio of GDP to total energy
consumption (%) −

Per capita arable land (kilometers) +
Per capita forest area (kilometers) +

Pollutant emissions
Industrial wastewater discharge (ton) −

[41,42]Industrial exhaust emissions (ton) −
Solid waste discharge (ton) −

Environmental governance

Government’s investment in
environmental governance (yuan) +

[43,44]Urban sewage treatment rate (%) +
Domestic waste disposal rate (%) +

Social system

Green life

Population density (%) −

[45–47]
Proportion of green products (%) +
Proportion of green buildings (%) +
Proportion of new energy vehicles (%) +
Green area per capita (kilometers) +

Social fairness

Urban–rural income gap (%) −
[28–30]Average education level (year) +

Number of beds per 10,000 people in
medical institutions +

Public satisfaction Residents’ satisfaction with the quality of
living environment (%) + [48,49]

3.1.2. Evaluation Method

Since this study built a multi-dimensional index evaluation system for GD, it is
appropriate to use the comprehensive evaluation method to measure green development.
Comprehensive evaluation is a method of using multiple indicators to evaluate multiple
participating units. The principal component analysis (PAC), analytic hierarchy process
(AHP), and entropy method are the main methods of comprehensive evaluation. The
PAC is based on the principle of the information concentration of data, and the weight
is calculated by the variance explanation rate. However, the information compression
intelligence obtains the weight of the comprehensive index, and the weight of the specific
index cannot be obtained. The AHP calculates the weight by the relative size information
of the numbers, and its subjectivity is too strong. The entropy method uses the entropy
information of data to calculate the weight, which can avoid errors caused by subjectivity
and can also calculate the information of specific indicators. Therefore, the entropy method
was suitable for this study. The specific steps are as follows.

First, we set specific indicators and constructed a comprehensive index system includ-
ing n provinces, t years, and m indicators. Xij is the j index in the i region.
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Second, we standardized the value of the indicator. For the indicators of each eval-
uation object, the extreme value method was used for normalization. The normalization
processing method of positive indicators is shown in Equation (1), and the negative indica-
tors are shown in Equation (2). Xij is the normalized value.

Xij =
xij −min

(
xij
)

max
(
xij
)
−min

(
xij
) (1)

Xij =
max

(
xij
)
− xkij

max
(
xij
)
−min

(
xij
) (2)

Third, we calculated the information entropy of each index. Equation (3) was used to
calculate the contribution degree (Pij) of Xij in t period, and the entropy value (Ej) of the j
index was then calculated using Equation (4). The information entropy (dj) of the j index is
shown in Equation (5).

Pij =
Xij

n
∑

i=1
Xij

(3)

Ej = −
1

ln n

n

∑
i=1

Pij lnPij (4)

dj = 1− Ej (5)

Fourth, we calculated the weight. Combined with the results of Equation (5), the
weight (wj) of each index was calculated using Equation (6).

wj =
dj

m
∑

j=1
dj

(6)

Fifth, we calculated the comprehensive index of the evaluation object. Combined with
the results of Equation (6), Equation (7) was used to calculate the score (S) of each indicator.

S =
m

∑
j=1

wjXij (7)

3.2. Calculation Method of Regional Difference

To analyze the differences of regional green development, this study adopted the
Theil index decomposition method for research, including the overall gap, gap within
regions, and gap between regions. The Theil index is a key method of economic inequality
that can decompose the overall differences between regions into intra-group differences
and inter-group differences, and more directly it can show their development trends and
contribution rates to the overall differences [50]. The value range of the Theil index is [0, 1].
The larger the Theil index (T) is, the larger the overall gap in the region is. The calculation
formula is shown in Equation (8). In Equation (8), gd is the average value of annual GD,
and gdi is the value of GD.

T =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(
gdi

gd
× ln

gdi

gd

)
(8)

To clarify the regional differences of GD, this study decomposed the regional differ-
ences of GD into the differences within regions (Tw) and the differences between regions
(Tb), as shown in Formula (9). According to the characteristics of China’s regional geogra-
phy, we divided the 30 provinces into three groups: eastern, central, and western, where
(k = 1, 2, 3). Among them, the eastern region comprised 11 provinces, including Beijing,
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Shanghai, Tianjin, Shandong, etc. The central region comprised 8 provinces, including
Henan, Anhui, Hubei, Hunan, etc. The western region comprised 11 provinces, including
Inner Mongolia, Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, etc. nk is the number of samples
in the kth group, and the internal difference (Tk) of the kth group was calculated using
Equation (10). The Tw was calculated using Equation (11), and the Tb was calculated using
Equation (12). The differences within regions contribution (Cw) and the differences between
regions (Cb) of the kth group were calculated using Equation (13).

T = Tw + Tb (9)

Tk = ∑
i∈gdk

gdi
gdk

ln
gdi/gdk

1/nk
(10)

Tw =
K

∑
k=1

gdk( ∑
i∈gdk

gdi
gdk

ln
gdi/gdk

1/nk
) (11)

Tb =
K

∑
k=1

gdk ln
gdk

nk/n
(12)

Cw = gdk
Tk
T

Cb =
Tb
T

(13)

3.3. Spatial Convergence Model

In order to clarify the spatial characteristics of regional GD, this study used the
β-convergence model to test the evolution trend. The β-convergence showed that lagging
regions will gradually catch up with developed regions due to their faster growth rate and
will reach a steady state of development at the same growth rate, which includes absolute
β-convergence and conditional β-convergence [51]. Absolute β-convergence refers to the
gradual convergence of the regional GD to a steady state over time without considering
external factors. Conditional β-convergence means that after controlling for other influ-
encing factors, the regional GD will eventually converge to a steady state. Considering the
interaction of regional GD and the spatial spillover effects of green technology innovation,
it is necessary to include spatial effects when analyzing the convergence of regional GD [32].
Referencing the method of Francisco (2022), this study incorporated spatial correlation into
the traditional β-convergence model and constructed a spatial autoregressive model (SAR)
and a spatial error model (SEM) [52]. SAR examines the influence of spatial dependence on
the dynamic convergence of regional GD. SEM examines the effect of random errors on the
dynamic convergence of regional GD. Equations (14) and (15) are the calculation methods
of the absolute β-convergence of SAR and SEM, respectively. Equations (16) and (17) are
the calculation methods of the conditional β-convergence of SAR and SEM, respectively.

1
T

ln
gdi,t+T

gdit
= α + β ln(gdit) +

ρ

T
W ln

gdi,t+T

gdit
+ εit (14)

1
T

ln
gdi,t+T

gdit
= α + β ln(gdit) + (1− λW)−1µit (15)

1
T

ln
gdi,t+T

gdit
= α + β ln(gdit) + δXit +

ρ

T
W ln

gdi,t+T

gdit
+ εit (16)

1
T

ln
gdi,t+T

gdit
= α + β ln(gdit) + δXit + (1− λW)−1µit (17)

In Equations (14) and (15), gdit and gdi,t+T , respectively, represent the GD of region i
from t to t + T, and Xit is the condition variable. α is the constant term, εit is the random error
term, ρ is the spatial autoregressive coefficient, λ is the spatial error, and W is the spatial
weight matrix, which is represented by the more commonly used 0–1 adjacency matrix,
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meaning that the adjacent area is either assigned a value of 1 or it is 0. β is the convergence
coefficient. When β is less than 0 and passes the significance test, it indicates that the
GD has spatial convergence. In addition, because the test of conditional β-convergence
needs to control other factors, green technology is an essential means of promoting GD,
and the application of green technology has a positive impact on improving economic
efficiency, environmental efficiency, and social efficiency. The study by Losacker (2022)
used the number of regional green patent applications (gpit) as a conditional variable to test
the characteristics of the conditional β-convergence of regional GD [53]. In addition, the
convergence rate (s) of regional green development was s = −ln(1 + β)/t, and the half-life
cycle was T = ln(2)/s.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Measurement Results of GD

According to the comprehensive evaluation index system of GD constructed in Table 1,
the entropy weight method was used to calculate the value of GD. The results are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Value of GD in China from 2011 to 2020.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Mean

Beijing 0.2935 0.3431 0.3803 0.4092 0.4691 0.5311 0.5869 0.6002 0.6758 0.6427 0.4932
Tianjin 0.2501 0.2762 0.3338 0.3586 0.3875 0.4454 0.4144 0.4153 0.4154 0.4743 0.3771
Hebei 0.2583 0.2886 0.3513 0.3617 0.4505 0.4464 0.4154 0.4079 0.4195 0.4144 0.3814
Shanxi 0.2036 0.1963 0.2149 0.2232 0.2304 0.2325 0.2418 0.2507 0.2790 0.2821 0.2355
Inner Mongolia 0.2077 0.2232 0.2906 0.2961 0.3911 0.3789 0.3824 0.4056 0.4309 0.4956 0.3502
Liaoning 0.2521 0.2769 0.3358 0.3410 0.3720 0.3358 0.2873 0.2963 0.3048 0.2976 0.3100
Jilin 0.1674 0.1891 0.2284 0.2449 0.2067 0.2273 0.2563 0.2708 0.3048 0.3679 0.2464
Heilongjiang 0.1488 0.1374 0.1633 0.1746 0.2015 0.1974 0.2015 0.2143 0.2067 0.2253 0.1871
Shanghai 0.2749 0.2870 0.3845 0.3867 0.4447 0.4896 0.5258 0.5833 0.6397 0.6550 0.4671
Jiangsu 0.2286 0.2418 0.3397 0.3614 0.4606 0.5265 0.5322 0.5244 0.5156 0.5362 0.4267
Zhejiang 0.2566 0.2604 0.3618 0.3903 0.4763 0.5147 0.5163 0.5264 0.5355 0.5216 0.4360
Anhui 0.2871 0.2749 0.3194 0.3517 0.4186 0.4797 0.5270 0.5252 0.5224 0.5201 0.4226
Fujian 0.1850 0.2253 0.2480 0.2749 0.3162 0.3586 0.3379 0.3277 0.3369 0.3668 0.2977
Jiangxi 0.1467 0.2108 0.2056 0.2005 0.2408 0.2718 0.2769 0.2907 0.3038 0.4102 0.2558
Shandong 0.2362 0.2489 0.3242 0.3630 0.4695 0.5239 0.5419 0.5288 0.5146 0.4799 0.4231
Henan 0.2366 0.2645 0.3007 0.3751 0.4681 0.5115 0.4919 0.4896 0.5063 0.4526 0.4097
Hubei 0.2335 0.2480 0.2707 0.3007 0.3658 0.4009 0.4226 0.4153 0.4071 0.3906 0.3455
Hunan 0.2077 0.2346 0.2759 0.3441 0.3203 0.3792 0.3782 0.3836 0.4082 0.5549 0.3487
Guangdong 0.3033 0.3551 0.4109 0.4322 0.4783 0.5295 0.5318 0.5427 0.5525 0.5306 0.4667
Guangxi 0.1757 0.1808 0.2234 0.2476 0.2950 0.3479 0.3700 0.3761 0.3844 0.3851 0.2986
Hainan 0.3214 0.3834 0.2945 0.3317 0.2852 0.2811 0.4237 0.4412 0.4578 0.5167 0.3736
Chongqing 0.1602 0.1911 0.2245 0.2414 0.2930 0.3324 0.3648 0.3740 0.3855 0.3778 0.2945
Sichuan 0.2294 0.2531 0.3040 0.3344 0.3798 0.4296 0.4475 0.4759 0.5064 0.4399 0.3800
Guizhou 0.1932 0.1880 0.1955 0.2124 0.2372 0.2653 0.2935 0.3042 0.3173 0.2986 0.2505
Yunnan 0.1839 0.2025 0.2245 0.2434 0.2795 0.2983 0.3111 0.3164 0.3441 0.3546 0.2758
Shannxi 0.2718 0.2769 0.2854 0.2899 0.3281 0.3262 0.3483 0.3632 0.3803 0.3944 0.3264
Gansu 0.1819 0.1942 0.2048 0.2465 0.2775 0.3066 0.3328 0.3316 0.3328 0.3351 0.2744
Qinghai 0.1795 0.1890 0.2529 0.3062 0.2253 0.3035 0.3239 0.3032 0.3181 0.3376 0.2739
Ningxia 0.1633 0.1984 0.2286 0.2465 0.2888 0.2911 0.3348 0.3466 0.3607 0.3482 0.2777
Xinjiang 0.1746 0.1870 0.2121 0.2321 0.3033 0.2942 0.3255 0.3358 0.3483 0.4047 0.2808

Mean 0.2204 0.2409 0.2797 0.3041 0.3454 0.3752 0.3915 0.3989 0.4125 0.4270 0.3396

The results in Table 3 show that from 2011 to 2020, the average value of GD in China’s
30 provinces was 0.3396, and the average annual growth rate was 7.72%, indicating that
China’s GD shows an upward trend. Among them, the minimum value (0.1467) appeared in
Jiangxi in 2011, and the maximum value was 0.6650 in Shanghai in 2020. From an individual
point of view, the green development levels represented by Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Zhejiang, and Jiangsu are relatively high, and all exceeded 0.5 in 2016. Heilongjiang,
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Guizhou, Qinghai, Jilin, etc., have poor GD, with the average level still below 0.3 during the
sample period. The reason is that since Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Zhejiang, and other
provinces are China’s developed regions, the environmental investment and residents’
living conditions are relatively high, while Heilongjiang, Guizhou, Qinghai, Jilin, and other
provinces have weak economic foundations. Under the extensive management model, the
backward areas are highly dependent on traditional energy and heavy industry, which
has caused great damage to the ecological environment and residents’ lives. In addition,
this study compared the green development in the eastern, central, and western regions
as shown in Figure 3. Among them, the GD in the eastern region increased from 0.2599 to
0.4942 during the sample period, with an average growth rate of 7.54%. The central region
grew from 0.2039 to 0.4004, with a growth rate of 7.85%. The western region increased from
0.1928 to 0.3897, with a growth rate of 8.21%. These evidences show that the GD in the
eastern, central, and western regions has shown an increasing trend, and the growth rate in
the central and western regions is higher.

Table 3. Theil index calculation results.

Year
(1) (2) (3) (4)

T Tw Tb Cw Cb T-East T-Central T-West

2011 0.0236 0.0143 0.0093 0.6057 0.3962 0.0098 0.0247 0.0123
2012 0.0255 0.0136 0.0118 0.5350 0.4632 0.0133 0.0196 0.0095
2013 0.0259 0.0118 0.0142 0.4545 0.5473 0.0080 0.0205 0.0106
2014 0.0251 0.0137 0.0114 0.5456 0.4532 0.0061 0.0336 0.0089
2015 0.0341 0.0212 0.0129 0.6220 0.3783 0.0129 0.0479 0.0130
2016 0.0370 0.0248 0.0122 0.6701 0.3303 0.0189 0.0567 0.0089
2017 0.0336 0.0236 0.0099 0.7034 0.2961 0.0201 0.0538 0.0064
2018 0.0329 0.0234 0.0096 0.7100 0.2907 0.0219 0.0461 0.0088
2019 0.0340 0.0245 0.0095 0.7200 0.2791 0.0259 0.0414 0.0104
2020 0.0284 0.0211 0.0072 0.7444 0.2544 0.0220 0.0352 0.0092
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4.2. Analysis of Regional Differences

To clarify the regional differences in China’s GD, this study used the Theil index to
decompose the between-group differences and within-group differences in the eastern, cen-
tral, and western regions. The results are shown in Table 3. Column (1) is the Theil index of
the country calculated using Equation (8). Column (2) is the Theil index of the within-group
difference and between-group difference calculated using Formulas (11) and (12), respec-
tively. Column (3) is the contribution of the within-group difference and the between-group
difference calculated using Equation (13). Column (4) is the intra-regional Theil index for
the eastern, central, and western regions calculated using Equation (10).
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The results in column (1) of Table 3 show that China’s GD has a staged developmental
feature. During 2011–2020, the years with the largest and smallest such interprovincial
differences occurred in 2011 and 2016, and their values were 0.0236 and 0.0370, respectively.
From the changing trend, the Theil index of China’s GD has the characteristics of an inverted
U shape. It continued to rise until 2016, and then it decreased. This shows that the overall
gap in China’s GD is shrinking. In the results of columns (2) and (3), the Theil index within
the region was consistent with the trend of the country, and it also had the characteristic
stages of rising first and then falling. The Theil index within the region contributed 63% to
the regional difference. The value of the Theil index between groups continued to decline,
and the contribution of the inter-regional Theil index was 37%. These evidences show
that the differences within the regional groups were the main source of the gaps in GD
across the country. In the results of column (4), the value of the Theil index within the
eastern region was between 0.0061–0.0259, the central region was between 0.0196–0.0567,
and the western region was between 0.0064–0.0130. These evidences show that there were
also large gaps in GD within each region. Among them, the gap within the eastern and
western regions was smaller, and the gap within the central region was the largest. Overall,
the calculation results of the Theil index show that there are large regional differences in
China’s GD, and the differences within the regional groups are the main source for the
overall differences in China’s GD. At the same time, there are also large differences within
each region, and the GD within the central region is the most unbalanced.

4.3. Spatial Dynamic Convergence Analysis

The decomposition results of the Theil index show the static differences of the regional
GD in China. To clarify the spatial dynamic evolution trend of the regional GD, this study
used the spatial β-convergence model to test the convergence of the regional GD. Using a
spatial economic model requires testing the spatial correlation of variables. This study used
the spatial Moran index (Moran’s I) to test the regional relevance of GD in 30 provinces.
The Moran’s I is calculated as shown in Equation (18).

I =

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij(gdi − gd)(gdj − gd)

S2
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij

(18)

In Equation (18), S2 = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

(
gdi − gd

)2
. gdi and gdj are the values of GD in the i

and j provinces, respectively, and gd is the average value. W is the spatial weight matrix.
Moran’s I was [−1, 1]. When it is positive, the GD in adjacent areas has a significant positive
correlation. Table 4 shows the calculation results of the Moran index.

Table 4. Results of the calculation of Moran’s I.

Year Moran’s I Z Statistic

2011 0.184 * 1.793
2012 0.196 ** 2.092
2013 0.225 ** 2.357
2014 0.216 ** 2.268
2015 0.307 *** 3.083
2016 0.361 *** 3.563
2017 0.378 *** 3.732
2018 0.328 *** 3.288
2019 0.273 *** 2.813
2020 0.288 *** 2.944

Note: ***, **, and * represent the significance of the Z values at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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The results in Table 4 show that between 2011 and 2020, the Moran’s I was between
0.184 and 0.378, showing an overall upward trend. This indicated a positive spatial cor-
relation of GD in China. Therefore, the spatial economic models can be used for research.
In addition, Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of the local Moran index of green develop-
ment in 30 provinces. The results show that many provinces are in the first and third
quadrants, representing the spatial characteristics of GD with high–high aggregation and
low–low aggregation.
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After confirming the rationality of the spatial economic model, this study continued
to use the spatial β-convergence model to test the convergence of GD. At the same time,
this study used the Lagrange multiplier test (LM-test) to test the fitness of the SAR and
SEM models. The results show that the LM-Lag statistic value was 2.85, which failed the
significance test. The LM-Error and robust LM-Error statistics were 117.36 and 35.88 and
were significant at the 1% level, which indicated that the SEM model was more suitable. In
addition, the Hausman test’s result (Prob>chi2 = 0.0000) rejected the random-effects null
hypothesis, which indicated that the model selection of fixed effects was more effective.
Table 5 is the calculated spatial absolute β-convergence using Equations (14) and (15).
Column (1) shows the calculation results for the whole country, and columns (2), (3), and (4)
are those of the eastern, central, and western regions, respectively. Table 6 shows the
convergence of the spatial condition β, calculated using Equations (16) and (17). Column (1)
shows the calculation results for the whole country, and columns (2), (3) and (4) are those
of the eastern, central, and western regions, respectively.

In Table 5, the β-convergence coefficient of GD across the country is significantly
negative at the 5% level, which indicates that the GD of each province had the characteristics
of absolute β-convergence; that is, provinces with a low level of GD will catch up with those
with a high level and eventually reach a steady state. From the perspective of the three
regions, the β-convergence coefficients of the three regions are all significantly negative,
which indicates that the green development in the three regions also had the characteristics
of absolute β-convergence, and there was a common steady state among the provinces
within the region. In addition, comparing the convergence speed(s), we found significant
differences between the regions, with the eastern region having the fastest convergence
speed, and the central region having the slowest convergence speed. This is due to the green
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development of the central provinces being quite different, resulting in a slow convergence
to the steady state.

Table 5. Spatial absolute β-convergence of GD.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All East Central West

β −0.356 ** −0.446 ** −0.302 *** −0.362 **
(−2.13) (−2.09) (−3.35) (−2.01)

λ 0.214 ** 0.236 *** 0.198 ** 0.259 **
(2.12) (3.11) (2.16) (2.29)

s 0.044 0.059 0.036 0.045
T 15.753 11.748 19.254 15.403
N 300 110 80 110
R2 0.183 0.142 0.114 0.131

Note: *** and ** represent the significance of the p values at 1% and 5%, respectively.

Table 6. Spatial conditional β-convergence of GD.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All East Central West

β −0.462 ** −0.513 ** −0.457 ** −0.483 **
(−2.25) (−2.12) (−2.41) (−2.20)

gp 0.328 *** 0.274 ** 0.359 ** 0.327 **
(2.91) (2.20) (2.41) (2.26)

λ 0.217 ** 0.241 *** 0.199 ** 0.260 **
(2.13) (2.99) (2.15) (2.27)

s 0.062 0.072 0.061 0.066
T 11.180 9.627 11.363 10.502
N 300 110 80 110
R2 0.191 0.164 0.137 0.153

Note: *** and ** represent the significance of the p values at 1% and 5%, respectively.

The results in Table 6 show that the β-convergence coefficients are all less than 0 in the
whole country or in the three regions, and they are all significant at the 5% level, indicating
that China’s GD has the obvious characteristics of conditional β-convergence. From the
perspective of the conditional β-convergence speed, the conditional β-convergence rate in
the whole country and in the eastern and western regions are still higher. However, when
comparing the absolute β-convergence speed, we found that the convergence speed of each
region increased significantly. The gap between the central region and other regions is also
shrinking, indicating that the GD of various regions in China has finally converged to a
steady state, and the narrowing of the gap between the central region and the east–west
convergence speed also reflects the “catch-up effect” within the central region. In addition,
the coefficient of green innovation is significantly positive, which indicates that green
innovation is conducive to promoting the convergence of regional GD and effectively
reduces the convergence speed of regional GD.

4.4. Discussion

Green development is important for economic sustainability, environmental sustain-
ability, and social sustainability. Based on the green development evaluation system of
the three dimensions of the economy, environment, and society, this study identified the
differences and convergence of China’s green development. First, the average value of
China’s green development from 2011 to 2020 was 0.3396, showing a rising trend, which
is lower than the results of GTFP based on the economic efficiency and environmental
efficiency [54,55]. The results are lower because our study also considered the impact of
social efficiency indicators such as green life, social equity, and residents’ environmental
satisfaction on green development, which makes our calculation results more extensive
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and more scientific. Second, China’s GD has great regional differences, and these regional
differences present a phased characteristic of rising first and then falling. Among them, the
differences of GD within the eastern and western regions are relatively smaller, and the
central region is the largest. The average contribution to the within-group difference was
63%, which indicated that the within-group differences were the main source of the GD
gaps. Compared with ordinary empirical analysis, the analysis of the difference and contri-
bution in this study can more scientifically show the characteristics of China’s GD [32,56].
Finally, China’s GD has obvious characteristics of spatial absolute β-convergence and
spatial conditional β-convergence, and the GD of each province tends to a common steady
state. Among them, the eastern region has the fastest convergence speed, and the central
region has the slowest convergence speed. Under the influence of green innovation, the
convergence speed between the central region and other regions is shrinking, which indi-
cates that green innovation can promote the steady-state convergence of GD within the
central region. The analysis based on spatial convergence clearly shows the characteristics
of the spatial evolution of China’s regional GD, which can make up for the lack of research
on the dynamic evolution trend of GD [33].

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

This study constructed a GD evaluation system based on the three dimensions of the
economy, environment, and society. First, the entropy method was used to measure the
GD in 30 provinces in China from 2011 to 2020. Second, the Theil index decomposition
method was used to analyze the regional differences and contributions of GD. Finally,
the spatial β-convergence model was used to test the spatial evolution characteristics
of China’s regional GD. The research results are as follows. First, the comprehensive
evaluation results show that the average GD of China’s 30 provinces from 2011 to 2020
was 0.3396, with an average annual growth rate of 7.72%. The GD in the eastern region
increased from 0.2599 to 0.4942 during the sample period, with an average growth rate of
7.54%. The central region grew from 0.2039 to 0.4004, with a growth rate of 7.85%. The
western region increased from 0.1928 to 0.3897, with a growth rate of 8.21%. This evidence
shows that China’s regional GD has an upward trend and that the eastern region is higher.
Second, the Theil index calculation results show that from 2011 to 2020, the years with
the largest and smallest regional gaps in China’s green development occurred in 2011 and
2016, which were 0.0236 and 0.0370, respectively. The regional differences of China’s GD
have the characteristic of rising first and then falling. At the same time, the Theil index
decomposition results show that the contribution rate of the Theil index within the region
was 63% and that the contribution rate between regions was 37%, which indicates that
the differences within regions are the main source of imbalances in China’s GD. Third,
the β coefficient in the regression results of the spatial convergence model is significantly
negative, and the coefficient of green innovation is significantly positive. These evidences
show that China’s GD has the obvious characteristics of spatial absolute β-convergence
and spatial conditional β-convergence and that green innovation is conducive to narrowing
the gaps in the convergence speed of regional GD.

To achieve the goal of GD more scientifically, the policy implications are as follows.
First, the GD is a comprehensive index that takes into account the economic, environmental,
social, and other aspects. It is different from the evaluation of economic growth or ecological
quality under single-dimensional indicators; the social effect of GD is indispensable. In
the implementation of GD policies, the government needs to strengthen the coordination
of the economy, environment, and society. On one hand, it is imperative to change the
extensive model of economic growth with high consumption and high pollution and
transform it into a sustainable development model with low consumption, low emissions,
and high technology; improve the utilization efficiency of resources; and reduce pollution
emissions. On the other hand, it is also necessary to adhere to people-oriented factors, pay
attention to social equity, and improve the quality and satisfaction of residents’ green life.
Second, the key to solving the imbalance in China’s GD is to narrow the differences within
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regions. For regions with a low level of GD, the government should provide active fiscal
and taxation policies to provide development space for their green transformation. The
local governments also need to formulate more precise stage goals for green development
and formulate differentiated regional green development plans according to the actual
conditions of each province. Third, it is necessary to strengthen the spatial interaction
of GD among provinces and give opportunities for the positive role of green technology
innovation. In the process of regional GD, it is necessary to strengthen the cooperation
between adjacent regions, give opportunities for the comparative advantages of each region,
build a green technology research and development platform for cross-regional cooperation,
improve the sharing of regional resources and technologies, and provide opportunities for
backward provinces to catch up with developed regions.

The research on the differences and convergence in this study is helpful for a more
comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the regional characteristics and evolutionary
dynamics of China’s GD, but there are still limitations. Due to the difficulty of data
acquisition, this study selected research samples from 30 provinces in China, but the
research based on urban and rural GD will be the focus of our future research. In addition,
this study selected the evaluation indicators of GD from the three dimensions of the
economy, environment, and society as much as possible, but the changes of indicators will
cause uncertainty in the evaluation results. As government policies and residents’ needs
change, the index system of this study can be further enriched and optimized.
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